**Sweet Stockings**

Supplies:

- **Stamp Set** – Sweet Stockings Suite (156273)
- **Cardstock** – Old Olive (100702), Basic White (159276), Sweet Stockings Designer Series Paper (156281), Red Velvet Paper Pack (153490)
- **Stamp Pads** – Real Red (147084), Memento stamp pad (132708)
- **Misc.** – Stockings Dies (156288), Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine (149653), Matte Decorative Dots (156289), Jolly Felt (156291), Tailored Tag Punch (145667), Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430), Foam Adhesive Sheets (152815), Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755), Watercolor Pencils (141709) and Wink of Stella glitter Brush (141897)

Measurements:

- Old Olive: 4 ¼” x 11” scored at 5 ½”;
- Basic White: 4” x 5 ¼” (cut 2, layer onto Old Olive & inside of card) plus scrap
- Designer Series Paper: 3 ¾” x 5”

Instructions:

1. Cut stocking from Red Velvet using dies. Cut felt to add to the stocking (w liquid glue).
2. Stamp pet face on basic white, trim & add to small foam adhesive sheet, die cut. Color with Watercolor Pencils. Add Wink of Stella to kitty face.
3. Stamp sentiment on basic white & punch out with Tag punch.
4. Adhere basic white (4” x 5 ¼”) to Old Olive base card. Adhere DSP to basic white.
5. Add sentiment and stocking to base card using liquid glue.
6. Peel off wax paper from foam adhesive sheet, add two Dimensionals near the kitty ears to create double height. Add to top of stocking. Stamp greeting of choice on second basic white (4” x 5 ¼”) for inside of card.
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